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Laws and government may be considered... in every case as a combination of the rich to oppress the poor.... The government and laws hinder the poor from ever acquiring the wealth by violence which they would otherwise exact on the rich; they tell them they must either continue poor or acquire wealth in the same manner as they have done....

ADAM SMITH, LECTURES ON JURISPRUDENCE 208-209 (R. Meek ed. 1982 [1763])

[A] good wage law must show so many effective teeth that its threat will be ever present to all whom it is meant to curb. [T]he administrative agency... should have a set of thumb-screws so assorted as to fit every unfairly grasping hand.

Standing Comm. on Legal Aid Work, Am. Bar Ass'n, First Draft of a Model Statute for Facilitating Enforcement of Wage Claims, 52 A.B.A. REP. 324, 325 (1927)

The social invisibility of these migrant workers and their families, their insulation from the mainstream of industrial development... is perhaps the major reason why most Americans do not believe that their country's agricultural history has much to do with proletarianization.


The capacity of our society to mangle people who lack the power to stand up for their own rights is virtually limitless.
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In the few instances in which situations described in this book are not documented, the underlying facts have been gathered in the course of the author's representation of migrants at Texas Rural Legal Aid since 1983.

If, as that proto-deconstructionist Heine observed, "der Pfeil gehört nicht mehr dem Schützen, sobald er von der Sehne des Bogens fortfliegt,"¹ then Gail Hollander nocked this arrow before the archer even knew that it had been in his quiver.

Marc Linder

¹HEINRICH HEINE, ZUR GESCHICHTE DER RELIGION UND PHILOSOPHIE IN DEUTSCHLAND, in 8 HEINRICH HEINE, SÄKULARAUSGABE 127 (Renate Francke ed. 1972 [1852]).
Preface

[T]he annual inundation of grain fields in harvest time, hop yards in the picking season, fruit picking in districts of extensive market orchards, and similar harvest seasons requiring large numbers of hands for a short time, has a demoralizing effect on farm labor. Such employments demand little skill. They constitute a low order of farm labor...and are excrescences upon its fair face.\(^1\)

A sizable segment of our population, through community and State neglect, has been robbed of so many normal American and human rights that it is almost unbelievable.\(^2\)

Starr County, Texas, situated along the Rio Grande in the extreme southern part of the state, is, by many indicators, the poorest county in the United States. It has by far the lowest per capita personal income ($4,549), only one-quarter that of the national average. A greater proportion (forty-five per cent) of families living there have money incomes below the official poverty level than anywhere else. It also has the second highest unemployment rate (36.4 per cent).\(^3\) In the border town of Roma, whose 4,500 almost exclusively Mexican-American residents have the lowest per capita money income of any place in the country ($2,953),\(^4\) a large propor-


\(^2\) Federal Interstate Comm. on Migrant Labor, Migrant Labor...A Human Problem v (1947).

\(^3\) U.S. Bureau of Econ. Analysis, Local Area Personal Income 1984-89, tab. 2 at 4 (1991) (data for 1989); U.S. Bureau of the Census [BOC], County and City Data Book, 1988, at 514, xxv (1988) (data for 1979 and 1986 respectively). The per capita income of the next poorest county, Shannon County, S. Dakota, where Pine Ridge Indian Reservation is located, was $5,294. Four of the five and six of the ten poorest counties, where many migrant farm workers reside, are also located in South Texas.

\(^4\) Calculated according to 1 BOC, 1980 Census of Population: Characteristics
tion of the population must migrate north every summer. Most families wait until school is out so that their children can also work. The children's availability is crucial because the families earn the bulk of their annual income during the summer.  

A faint reminder of the hundreds of thousands of Mexican workers who once migrated throughout Texas to pick cotton, a typical family of seven from Roma drives to West Texas every June to hoe weeds on cotton farms. "It is," a federal appeals court took notice, "a menial, unskilled task which requires no aptitude, no training, and no ability to reason. It is a work of drudgery which can be performed by persons ranging from very young to quite old...." Although many farmers are legally obligated to pay $3.35 per hour, $2.50 is the going rate all over West Texas for chopping cotton.

---


6See Carey McWilliams, Ill Fares the Land: Migrants and Migratory Labor in the United States 230-40 (1942). At the beginning of the century a leading economic historian observed:

Cotton picking suits the Mexican for several reasons: It requires nimble fingers rather than physical strength, in which he cannot compete with the white man or the Negro; it employs his whole family; he can follow it from place to place, living out of doors, which seems to suit the half-nomadic instinct of a part of the Mexican race....

Victor Clark, Mexican Labor in the United States, in U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics [BLS], Bull. No. 78, at 466, 482 (1908). It is unclear whether Clark was engaging in self-criticism when he added: "The race sentiment of Americans is, like most race sentiment, peculiar and illogical." Id. at 512.

7Castillo v. Givens, 704 F.2d 181, 183-84 (5th Cir. 1983).
toward the end of the 1980s.® At the height of the season all seven members of the family work ten to fourteen hours a day, seven days a week, for several farmers. Even at $2.50 an hour, that works out to over $1,200 a week, which to a family with a cash income of only $6,000-7,000 a year is and seems like a large amount of money.9 With many other families and illegal aliens in the vicinity desperate for work at any wage, this family would not dare jeopardize its livelihood by complaining that the farmers are depriving them of $400-500 a week by paying eighty-five cents an hour below the minimum wage. But they are not even aware of their entitlement: they (mistakenly) believe that piece-rate work (por contrato) supersedes the minimum wage law.10 Moreover, having estimated the total income that they will need to survive the long spell of unemployment in the winter, their primary concern at this moment is not how many hours it will take them to earn that sum.

In August the family returns home in time for the children to begin school. The following January the father receives from each of the farmers, instead of IRS Form W-2 ("Wage and Tax Statement"), a Form 1099-MISC ("Statement for Recipients of Miscellaneous Income"). They unlawfully list him as the recipient of the entire income that all seven workers earned. Later the Internal Revenue Service sends the father "Proposed Changes" informing him that he owes self-employment social security tax on his "non-employee compensation." With interest and a late payment penalty tacked on, the IRS requests payment of almost a thousand dollars. In addition,

---

®Salinas v. Rodriguez, No. CA-5-87-057-C (N.D. Tex. Jan. 18, 1990) (order). Some farmers are exempt from the federal minimum wage because they hire too little labor; see infra ch. 7.

9Interviews with hundreds of migrants and examination of the wage, tax, social security, unemployment insurance, workers compensation, food stamp, and welfare records of thousands more suggest that the BOC overstates migrants' income. Among larger migrant families, none earned the $25,000 in a year that would have generated a per capita money income of $3,000.
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until the workers pay, the Social Security Administration will not credit them with any coverage credits towards their old-age pensions or disability insurance payments.\(^\text{11}\) Finally, when the parents apply for unemployment compensation benefits, the farmers contest coverage on the ground that no employment relationship existed. The workers now must bear the burden of proving that they were employees rather than self-employed.

Migrant farm workers are the archetypical dependent employees, "selling nothing but their labor," whose location within the social division of labor systemically constructs them as a uniquely atomized and disempowered stratum.\(^\text{12}\) As used here, the term migrant farm workers\(^\text{13}\) is not restricted to those who travel long distances across state borders to pick fruits and vegetables. Instead, this synecdoche also includes the racial and ethnic minorities who

\(^\text{11}\)26 U.S.C. §§ 6051, 6041 (1989 & 1988); 26 U.S.C. § 73(a) (1988) (prohibiting imputation to parents of income earned by their children); 26 U.S.C. §§ 6601, 6651 (1989). If the employer properly files the W-2s, employees will receive social security credits regardless of whether the employer has actually paid in the employer's and employees' shares of the social security tax. This automatic mechanism does not apply to Form 1099: without actual payment, no credit will be recorded.

\(^\text{12}\)Secretary of Labor v. Lauritzen, 835 F.2d 1529, 1545 (7th Cir. 1987) (Easterbrook, J., concurring). William Friedland & Enrico Pugliese, Class Formation and Decomposition in Modern Capitalist Agriculture: Comparative Perspectives, 29 SOCIOLOGIA RURALSIS 149, 154 (1989), call international migrant agricultural workers "underprivileged proletarians." For an introduction to the working and living conditions of contemporary migrants, see Kathryn Bissel, The Migrant Farmworker (1976); Tony Dunbar & Linda Kravit, Hard Traveling: Migrant Farmworkers in America (1976); Stephen Sosnick, Hired Hands (1978); Ronald Goldfarb, Migrant Farm Workers (1981).

work as seasonal hand-harvesters or in packing sheds and may or may not migrate as well as those who engage in preparatory work such as weeding and thinning cotton, sugar beets, and soy beans, planting pine seedlings, and detasseling hybrid seed corn. Excluded, however, are persons such as the high-school-age children of white middle-class families in the Midwest who detassel corn (and are being displaced by Hispanic migrants) because they lack the marginality characteristic of the lifelong agricultural proletariat. This racial dichotomization in terms of attachment to the hired farm work force has finally become the received wisdom of agricultural labor economics.

When the New Deal excluded farm workers from its strategy of imposing national limits on the exploitation of the unorganized, "a conscious and articulated policy of exclusion replaced an unexpressed policy of general omission." Barring farm workers from the

---


15See, e.g., Leslie Whitener, A Statistical Portrait of Hired Farmworkers, MONTHLY LAB. REV., June 1984, 49, 51:

[T]here are two distinct groups of farmworkers. One is comprised of those who are engaged in hired farmwork on a casual or seasonal basis and use their earnings from farmwork to supplement family income; they are generally young and/or White; the majority are attending school or keeping house as their primary activity. The second group consists of persons who are more dependent on hired farmwork for their livelihood and family support. They are more likely to be members of racial/ethnic minorities, and their agricultural dependence is partially due to the lack of alternatives to farmwork. White workers were more likely than Hispanics and Blacks to move out of hired farmwork as they become older. This suggests that farmwork serves more as an entry level and/or supplemental job for Whites.

16Prominent among resurgent sweatshops during the Depression were fly-by-night employers that literally paid no wages at all by employing a succession of workers under the pretense of hiring "learners" for several weeks until they learned the business. See DOL, HANDBOOK OF LABOR STATISTICS 202-204 (Bull. No. 616, 1936).
National Labor Relations Act (NLRA), old-age pensions, unemployment insurance, and the minimum wage, overtime, and child labor provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), left them exposed to the full brunt of employer overreaching well into the post-World War II period: "The policy of excluding farm labor from social and labor legislation was designed, in part, to assist farm employers by keeping them free of legislatively imposed, labor-connected costs. Such a policy necessarily involved unstated legislative decisions to perpetuate a low-income, disadvantaged farm labor force."\(^{17}\)

Yet paradoxically, although migrant farm workers have still not achieved statutory parity with the rest of the protected working class, they have nevertheless become the largest discrete subclass of paternalized workers in the United States. This tension between the lasting consequences of agricultural exceptionalism and state guardianship of migrants informs this book. Whatever truth ever inhered in the idyll of the family farm, whose employees needed no state protection, the imagery plays a particularly cruel hoax on migrant farm workers, who rarely work on idyllic farms. Rather, when not living in permanent poverty in shanty towns along the Rio Grande, they are driven seasonally to chase crops from one end of the continent to the other. Not the least of the ironies generated by prepotent agricultural myths is that such improbable farm families as Weyerhaeuser, International Paper, Campbell Soup, Upjohn, Procter & Gamble, and Sandoz are among the chief beneficiaries of the lawful and unlawful exploitation of migrants.\(^{18}\)

Scholarly writing on labor law and labor relations in the United States has displayed a decided bias in favor of the organized sector of the economy subject to the NLRA and similar statutory regimes, which establish procedural rather than substantive guidelines for resolving distributive conflicts.\(^{19}\) Sustained theoretical discussion of the economic, juridical, and philosophical principles

\(^{17}\)Donald Pederson & Dale Dahl, Agricultural Employment Law and Policy: A Study of the Impact of Modern Social and Labor Relations Legislation on Agricultural Employment 1 (Minn. Agric. Experiment Station Bull. 526, 1981) (author's name misspelled; should read "Pedersen"). They were also excluded from state workers' compensation statutes as well as a raft of other protective legislation. Id. at 97-102.

\(^{18}\)See infra ch. 1 § III.

underlying state intervention on behalf of the most vulnerable workers, however, has been lacking. This book begins to fill that gap in particular by illustrating both how political-economic power acquires the oppressive force of law and how circumscribed the law’s achievements on behalf of weak workers have been or arguably can ever be.20

By creating formal legal equality, that is, by conferring legal capacity on individual workers whose socioeconomic dependence incapacitates them from taking advantage of their legal rights, the state either further divides the population between haves and have-nots or must intervene on the side of those who lack the power to enforce those rights.21 But even where migrants seek to vindicate statute-book entitlements through litigation, that act itself demonstrates their economic prostration because it signifies their inability to secure that end through concerted labor market action. Pleas for judicial intercession therefore typically symbolize either the failure of a statutory regime to institute a new environment of compliance or a breakdown of agency enforcement. Even where migrants appear as plaintiffs firmly in control of their litigation, they are merely defensively requesting a restoration of the paper status quo ante, which recalcitrant employers have unlawfully contested.22 Only in rare instances do migrants’ lawsuits seek let alone achieve outcomes for which legislatures have not already provided.

With the resurgence of market-oriented economic and legal thinking and policy in the 1970s and 1980s, state interference with the ‘natural’ operation of the labor market has come under strong attack.23 As representative of such intervention, FLSA is the focus

---


22 It is typical of agricultural exceptionalism that extension service economists see their mission as furnishing farm employers with information about the costs and benefits of complying with labor laws rather than as encouraging them to obey the law. See Jeffrey Alwang, David Wooddall-Gainey, & Thomas Johnson, Farm Labor Legislation: A Computer Program to Assist Growers, 73 AM. J. AGRIC. ECON. 1027, 1027-28 (1991).

23 For an argument that Chicago-school economics is the first attempt to supply a purely capitalist morality, see Alan Wolfe, Whose Keeper? Social Science and Moral Obligation ch. 1 (1989).
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of this book.\(^{24}\) Pilloried by the *Wall Street Journal* as "one of the most destructive pieces of economic legislation ever devised," "[f]ew statutes have been so widely denounced by any group as minimum wage laws have been by economists," who contend that they pervertedly "intensify poverty and diminish the living standards of the poor."\(^{25}\)

In the case of agriculture, some policy analysts have argued that "simple changes like minimum wage rates and regulated working conditions are not the answer--at least not the whole answer. Rising labor costs as compared to capital costs are what are making these workers obsolete in the first place."\(^{26}\) But where an overabundance of low-wage labor has thwarted the introduction of mechanized harvesting of some crops--in at least one case "an increase in the availability of hand labor" actually prompted "a major shift from mechanical back to hand harvesting"--supplanting sweatshop labor is precisely the function of a minimum wage.\(^{27}\) And despite Marx's riposte to

---

\(^{24}\)Throughout this book, *FLSA* is used without the definite article as it is pronounced in common parlance: *Flissa*. Despite its name, *FLSA* is confined to the regulation of minimum wages, premium overtime wages, and child labor. As an example of a statute of comprehensive scope, see the Japanese Labor Standards Law, which deals with such detailed conditions as menstruation leave. Roodoo jooken hoo, Law No. 49 of 1947. In particular this book does not touch at all on the very severe occupational health and safety risks to which migrants are exposed. From the large literature on the subject, see *Use of 'Short Hoe' on Farms Debated in Arizona*, N.Y. Times, Mar. 26, 1984, at 9, col. 2 (nat. ed.); George Rust, *Health Status of Migrant Farmworkers: A Literature Review and Commentary*, 80 J. P. PUB. HEALTH 1213 (1990); Marsha Goldsmith, *As Farmworkers Help Keep America Healthy, Illness May Be Their Harvest*, 261 J. AM. MED. ASSN 3207 (1989); Marc Schenker & Stephen McCurdy, *Occupational Health Among Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers: The Specific Case of Dermatitis*, 18 AM. J. INDUS. MED. 345 (1990).


\(^{27}\)D. Lenker, *Factors Limiting the Harvest Mechanization of Some Major Vegetable Crops in the United States*, in *FRUIT, NUT, AND VEGETABLE HARVESTING MECH-ANIZATION: PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON FRUIT, NUT, AND
John Stuart Mill that it is not the purpose of capitalistically applied mechanical inventions to lighten any worker's toil, the elimination of some of the hardest labor in the First World should be welcomed. Strategies for breaching employers' monopoly of the initial private distribution of the gains generated by such increases in productivity in favor of well-planned and equitable retraining and reemployment of the redundant workers must be built into applied research programs.

Finally, the regulation of migrant farm workers' wages inevitably raises the issue of the social construction of income distribution. Implicated are not only the equities as between labor and capital, producers and consumers, and rich and poor, but also the distribution of wages within the manual working class. That industrial
Preface

workers whose work requires marginally higher levels of training and skill and arguably imposes less disutility receive hourly wages (including benefits) five or six times greater than those of migrants solely because they are employed by firms with a dominant market position and are members of strong unions, makes less and less economic or moral sense in an increasingly interdependent world in which the correlations between individual inputs and aggregate output have become tantalizingly tenuous.

Chapter 1 explains how the mechanisms of sweated labor have applied to migrant farm workers; how the system of labor contracting has imparted a peculiar shape and texture to agricultural sweatshops; and what role the State has played in this process. Chapter 2 constructs a theoretical foundation for evaluating FLSA and other state intervention on behalf of migrants; it situates the substantive analysis within the setting of modern welfare-state paternalism and establishes a framework for exploring the limits imposed on what the State can achieve on behalf of self-defenseless workers. Chapter 3 offers a policy analysis that breaks the current impasse in liberal-conservative debates by interpreting the minimum wage not as an antipoverty measure but as an instrument of macro-economic allocative efficiency, akin to the Swedish solidaristic wage policy, designed to eliminate sweatshops as a form of legitimate competition.29

Chapter 4 presents a new understanding of agricultural exceptionalism by uncovering the neglected historical roots of the current truncated protective scope of FLSA. This political-economic account of the exclusion of farm workers from the social legislation of the New Deal as a reflection of the unique strength of the southern plantation oligarchy stresses the continuity of race as an underlying determinant of agricultural labor-capital relations.

Chapter 5 is a theoretical analysis of the juridical manipulation of class relations designed to cast proletarians as hemi-demi-semi-entrepreneurs unprotected by labor laws. It focuses on the process by which the law permits agricultural employers to place the

burden on workers who, more so than any others, are subject to authority that is overwhelmingly coercive (rather than remunerative or normative), to prove that they are in fact protected employees.\footnote{See Dorothy Nelkin, \textit{On the Season: Aspects of the Migrant Labor System} 10 (1970).}

Chapter 6, which concretizes the approach of the previous chapter, is a case study of litigation testing the employer-employee relationship among the marginalized. The need for this inquiry is underscored by the astonishing success with which agricultural employers have numbed the public into indifference to such tactics, in part by convincing even \textit{The New York Times} that they are merely "new accounting practices."\footnote{Jason DeParle, \textit{New Rows to Hoe in the ‘Harvest of Shame,’} \textit{N.Y. Times}, July 28, 1991, § 4 at 3, col. 1. The harmful impact of ignorance about migrants' rights was further on display at the same congressional hearing covered by this article when a group of farm worker advocates submitted testimony stating that agricultural employers paying their workers on a piece-rate basis are exempt from FLSA. \textit{Farmworkers’ High Mortality: Government Neglect? Hearing Before the House Select Comm. on Aging}, 102d Cong., 1st Sess. 79 (1991) (Ass’n of Farmworker Opportunity Programs, \textit{Farmworkers and the Need for Increased Labor Standards Protection, Government Oversight, and Statistical Information}). The same type of harmful ignorance is offered by a pro-migrant attorney, who sympathetically explains that the need to calculate the minimum wage for workers on a piece rate "creates an accounting nightmare for the grower." Antonio Maciel, "There’s More to Pickle Pickers Than Picking Pickles": \textit{Reflections on the Migrant Experience in Wisconsin}, 1991 Wis. MULTI-CULTURAL L.J. 86, 93. Not only is there no difficulty in principle, but the calculation is made even easier in practice by the U.S. Department of Labor, which makes available to employers a wage statement form for this purpose.}

The last chapter proposes a program of self-liquidating weak paternalism designed to enable migrants to realize the free labor principle or perhaps even to transcend it.

\textit{ML}